PRESS RELEASE

The Last Supper without Queuing: Now in Five
Languages
Topguide24.com expands its product portfolio and available languages
Berlin, April 2016: Whether after work, on holiday, or at the weekend, your
free time is a scarce resource and yet should help to make many wishes
come true. It’s a trend lately to plan excursions in advance, pre-order
tickets, and schedule your weekend. Topguide24.com is there to help at
4,200 destinations with 60,000 different activities, and now even in five
languages.
_____________________________________________________________
Topguide24.com is the world’s largest meta-search engine for comparing
excursions, tours, and activities at more than 4,200 destinations. Enrich your
holiday with adventures and experiences such as classic hop-on/hop-off bus
tours to going sledging with the huskies in Tromsø. But you can even have
adventures closer to home, like heading to a salt cave near Munich or
touring Hamburg’s Schanze quarter.
Simply enter your destination, click Search, and Topguide24.com will list
available tours and activities, including prices. In addition to German and
English, the site’s now also available in French, Spanish, and Italian. This will
help to develop other markets in Europe and also beyond, especially with
the English- and Spanish-language options.
“The demand for organised tours and excursions is growing. Many want to
experience something special when on holiday. Even just pre-ordering
tickets for activities makes your holiday nice because it saves standing in
queues. We recently got a booking confirmation from a partner entitled The
Last Supper without Queuing, which we found rather amusing. It also shows
how well holidaymakers can now organise their trips in advance by going
online”, says founder Patrick Schulz.
The company was founded two years ago. Starting with information for
1,500 destinations, the portfolio has now expanded to include additional
partners at some 4,200 destinations. Users can compare prices in the
comfort of their home or even after they arrive and pre-order tickets
through the site. The search engine provides search results in German,
English, French, Spanish, and Italian. The offers are also available as the
iGuiding app.
____________________________________________________________________
About iGuiding:
The meta search engine www.topguide24.com currently offers excursions, tours,
activities, and the ability to pre-order tickets for more than 4,200 destinations
worldwide. The engine is also available as a free, no-ads app in German and English.
The Berlin-based company was founded in 2015. Founder Patrick Schulz works with
a team of freelancers. He has more than ten years’ experience in the online travel
industry.
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